
TOSHIHITO ENDO

 I'm always passionate about 
storytelling and how it can be 
delivered through unique, 
exciting experiences with 
minimal aesthetic manners.
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Blender

Figma

Webflow

p5.js

OpenFrameworks

HTML/CSS

Arduino

Design Academy Eindhoven
(Netherlands) 

PLANE INTERNSHIP

PLANE is an industrial product design studio. I made mockups of  commercial products such 
as a nursing robot and everyday products. They also gave me freedom to play with a sample 
material (Japanese traditional handmade paper) which their clients offered, so I proposed 
several products by using that material.

Tokyo, Japan

Saint-Gobain Japan ASISTANT ACCOUNTING MANAGER

I booked closing monthly and help an accounting manager to make financial reports.

Tokyo, Japan

MOZU ASISTANT DESIGNER

MOZU is a medical equipment supplier and I worked in their design department with a 
graphic designer. I helped him to create flyers, catalogs and brochures.

Tokyo, Japan

CANDEO HOTELS CONCIERGE, DESIGN SUPPORT

I worked at reception desk of  their hotel and helped customer to check-in/out, but also I had 
a chance to design a gourmet map and simple graphics inside hotels. This was my first design 
experience.

Tokyo, Japan

TT TRADING ASISTANT ACCOUNTING MANAGER

I booked closing monthly and help an accounting manager to make financial reports.

Tokyo, Japan

TOSHIBA ACCOUNTING STAFF

I worked in the accounting department at the factory of  semiconductor products and I did 
cost management of  them with my team members. I booked closing every month, quater 
and every six months, and made financial documents and reports. This experience made me 
realise how stimulating and enjoyable working together with people from different 
departments is, because I worked with the technical department, the manufacturing 
department, the production control department and the procurement department.

Mie, Japan

https://www.toshihito.design

TouchDesigner


